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ABSTRACT: A document sorting device comprising a plurali 
ty of document dividers each in the form of a sheet mounted 
on a pair of rollers which are trapped between a resilient up- 1 
wardly urged base and a pair of spaced horizontal guide rails, 
the rollers being permanently attached to the dividers and 
being held in frictional engagement between the guide rails 
and the base by the spring member which urges the base up 
wardly. 

404, 
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DOCUMENTSORTINQDEVTCE ‘ i . . against the rails but the ‘sheet 21 can be depressed'manually 
’ ' i y y - " 1 1 ‘ away from the guide rails without’ undue difficulty. The 

BACKQROUND OF THE INVENTION resilient strips 22, 22a are supported‘ “ vtwo further cardboard 
It is known to provide a document ‘sorting device in which Shea“ 50’ 51’ and four rubber fee‘ 5-72 atie: ii‘lched ‘0 ‘he b3“ 

each of the dividers is mounted on a pair of rollers which are 14 in any suitable and convenlem manna}? \ trapped between a rigid base and a pairrof spaced guide rails. The pressul'e Pad 12 is assembled in 'he’framt? 11, by ?exing 

In this known S'ottihg device; the spacing between the dividers the two cardboard sheets 50‘ 51 about their longitudinal axes 
N 1 can only be varied hychanging the roher's so as to provide rep and inserting them ?at on the base Hand beneath the rails 19 

' lers of a greater or. smaller diameter and this necessitates alter- and 2o- The two strips 22' 22" are they“. laid in Pia“ against 
' ing the depth'of the gap between the rails and the base/This ‘0 the sidewalls 15 and 16 and beneath the rails 19 and 20rand 
knowltsorting device also has the disadtjam'agethatt to ensure ?nally the upper cardboard sheet or sheets 21a and the, vul> 
that the rollers can be readily changed they are a slide on to '- caniled ?bre Sheet 21 are ?exed and lllsel'led bélwee" ll“: 
8 rod attached to the ‘divider and consequently are liable to ‘ strips 22, 22a and the rails 19 and 20. The assembly of the 
drop off, and become lost when the dividerlils removed from 15 flame 11 and P‘TeSSuYe Pad l2 is thus ‘compleied manually 
the device. . > . _ - H _ _ _- without the use of any screws, clips or bolts. 

- ‘It is'an object of the present invention to provide'a sorting _ V _ Eiflih divider 13 comprises a relatively 51m‘ sheet 23 of 
device in which each divider‘is mountedpn rollers which are . mantlla, vulcanized ?bre or other similarmaterial having a rod 
permanently attached‘. to tug dividgrtantdl in which pressure is 24 attached across its lower end with the aid of a metal clip 25 
exerted on the rollers so asto, maintain the rollers normally in 20 and a pair of rivets 26, 27. The rod .24 projects outwardly from 
a given ‘position whilev allowing them "to vb‘? vmot/‘ed thammlh,v r‘ ‘the opposite sides of the sheet 23 and similar rollers 28, ‘29 are 
into a new pbsi?enm ‘varyth‘e' spacingybetweien the dividers‘, attached to the projecting ends ‘of the rod 24. The rollers are 
The present invention ‘also provides spacing members for in trapped on the rod 24 by deforming the ends of the rod as at 

sertion between adjacent dividersto‘maintain a given spacing ' 30 and 31, but can rotate ‘freely on the-rod. The sheet 23 of 
i . between the dividers. , .- ‘1 t 25 each divider is clamped to its red 24 and rotates with the rod. 

». '_ ' ,7.‘ -; ‘ f ' ~ _ j _ t _- ' t . ‘ Each divider 13' is mounted in the'frame 11 by holding the 

. STATEMEblT THE ' ‘rod 24 of the dividerin a horizontal position between the 

A document sorting device comprisin a‘frarne having a 'air' , > . _ . . l - . . . . 4 . 
_ ofspacied ho'rtz'omat guide-fails" ‘a ‘pressure. pad beneathpthe- ’ ' the guide rats, as shown in full line in FIG. 4, pressing the dt 

‘ guide raihwhich is springurged upwardly towardsjthegguide 3Q vider downwardly so as to depress the pressure pad 12 until 
rails, and 5. Pliitality 'of'idocument dividers each 'ofwhich is > the. “mm 28 and 29. are locale?‘ benealh ‘he lav?‘ of ‘h? 3"“ 

V ‘mounted bgtwéehtherguihcmils (ma-pair“ free‘runningmh‘ “19 and_2_0 ‘and rotating the dtvider about a vertical axis into 
lers so as to be freely pivmablgjabomv'thétéxis‘of the rollers’. the position shown in broken ltne in FIG. 4. with the rollers 28 
the rollers being trappedfbgt'wgen the‘ 'ghidgt‘r'a?stand the pus? ‘ and 29 trapped between the guide rails 19 and 20 respectively 

(1.. a . .. . v l ,- 1 .. _V . I tahdthepressurepad-‘lz. . ' . 

2:285; ‘ _ The divider is then freely rotatable about the axis of the rol-' 
between the .div‘idei's by m? appliqati-yénbf a force shmci'eht'tio ‘ , lers and normally held in its axial position,v but can be moved 

l" ,overcomethe'nf ‘ction ‘ atedo ' r'ol .b “the pressure 1 "upon itto overcome the’ friction exerted onthe rollers 28. 29 
by the arcs-slits rad 1.2.611 

' ‘ ' ' 

,ltf-iitder to template the v 
. endplate's32 and‘33 and a pair of handles t34'and 35 are also 

' Y mouttted'between‘the rails. 19>‘arid 20.~ ' i 

' ‘liachterd Plate '32‘ and 3. 
stiff vtiiaterialljfor' instancfe‘a‘suitable metal mounted on a'rod 

} v = i; ‘Each end plate is also provided with locking'means in'the form 
, i . t t ."_ _ _ ofan Lf-shapedlug 3,6hand37 respectively which is welded or 

_ t t t W ,‘1 516,5‘13; illllsttraimg the ~ otherwise attached to'the outside‘; surface of its respective 
man?tl’lll' will? g'di detect-the do? rnqntsorting device 59 platev Q " - I ‘ 

T1???‘- illsel't?dia?tiv Item {[09} Q“? trailer f ‘_._ ‘ _' - Each handle .34‘and 35 respectively’comprises a U-shaped 
CF16’; Lisa-89cm!‘ .‘_mlsh'a__d¢ta|l"qroneetthedwlders-“i rod having outwardly directed .end portions as which are 

‘ §h9wll>l?fl§ 1&0}; and- ' j .' ~j' " 5 ‘located in end'pieces39,iwhich are‘trapped between the pres 

v_ 3 ' G105 Qf’FhQ‘iW‘QQ‘ShQlWL ‘land 2.,‘ ‘SS-‘sure pad and-theguide railsl9 and 20 respectively.‘ 
‘ .1 ‘ ‘a -. " ‘ 7' ‘1i i ' ' . *.“As can be seen from-FIG. '6, each end. plate 32.and $3 

‘ t t' ' " ' respectively can be locked in a vertical position by trapping a 

‘In FIGS. 1 ‘to 4; a“ document sorting ‘device ' is indicated ‘portion of the adjacent handle, 34-01’ 35 respectively, beneath 

guide rails 19‘ and 20, inclining the rod to the transverse axis of I 

lengthwise of the rails ; 1‘9 and 20 if suf?cient force is exerted . 

‘assembly the device 10 a pair. at . _ - 

respectively. comprises a sheet of- ‘ 

I ".z’aahd rollers ‘28"and 29in a-sirnilar' manner to‘the dividersll‘ ' 

' generally at 10. The device 10 comprises a frame 11, a pres- the L-shaped lug on the end plate so that'the end plate forms a ‘ 
sure pad 12 and a plurality of document dividers 13, 60 vertical end stop and support for the dividers l3. . 
The frame 11 is formed from asheet of any suitable materi- ‘ ‘ In use, documents to be sorted are inserted in the gapsv 

al, for instance‘aluminum’ or a relatively'ltigid plastics and ' p between the dividers 13, each of which can carry,on its upper 
comprises a ?atrecta‘ngul'a‘r base 14, upstanding sidewalls 15 I edge, suitable index markings or identi?cation strips. It will be 
and 1G and upstattdihg end walls 17 and‘ 18; The edge portions appreciated that the number of documents inserted behind 
of the sidewalls 15 and 176 are ?anged-inwardly at 90° to form 65 some of the dividers willv be greater than the number of docu 
horizontal guide rails‘ ‘19 and, 20respectively, which overlie the ments inserted behind others and consequently a variable 
base 14. t - v . spacing between the dividers 13 will often be required. This 

The pressure pad 12 comprises an upper sheet 21 of relay _ variable spacing is achieved quickly and easily by depressing a 
tively stiff material,v for‘ instance vulcanized ?bre board given divider, to release the rollers, moving the divider into its 
backed by one or more cardboard sheets 21a which is trapped 70 new position and releasing it so that it is again urged upwardly 

. between the: guide rails IQ-a'nd 20 and a pair‘ of spring mem- ' by the pressure pad 12 against the guide rails 19 and 20 and 
bersin'the form of resilient stripsj22, 22a‘which can be formed - clamped in its new position. in order to ensure that the new 
fromany resilient ‘material such as rubber'or a highly resilient ' ' space between adjacent rollers is maintained, a ?exible spacer 
synthetic plastics material.‘ The 'resilientstrips 22, Z'Zaextend strip 4’ is inserted between the adjacent dividers. The flexible 
.beneath the rails 19 and 20 and urge the‘ sheet [21 upwardly 75 spacer. strip 40 is formed from any suitable material such as a 
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synthetic plastics or rubber and is of approximately the same 
depth as the diameter of the rollers 28, 2.9. It is of slightly 
greater length than the gap between the guide rails 19 and 20 
and is ?exed and then inserted beneath the guide rails so that 
its end portions are trapped between the guide rails and the 
pressure pad..A plurality of spacers 40, 40a are provided with 
the device device 10, the spacers 40, 40a being of different 
widths so that the appropriate width sa spacer 40 can be 
selected to meet any given requirement. 

It will be appreciated that spacers 40 will normally be in 
serted wherever necessary between the dividers and between 
each end plate and the adjacent handle so that there is no free 
space along the length of the guide rails. This ensures that the 
spacing between adjacent dividers cannot. be altered ac 
cidentally and if a divider has to be removed or a new divider 
inserted, a spacer 40 is ?rst removed to allow sufficient room 
for a divider 13 to be inclined to the transverse axes of the 
guide rails so that it can be removed or inserted. 
The spacers 40 exert a pressureon, the base of'the dividers 

which serves to retain the dividers in. their angular positions 
against accidental rotation, althougheach of the dividers 13 is 
freely rotatable relative to its rollers and can thus be manually 
moved through an angle of approximately 130°-—l40° to 
facilitate the insertion and removal of documents. 

It will be appreciated that any suitable spring means can be 
provided to exert the upward pressure on the sheet 21 of the 
pressure pad 12 and that the structure of the frame 11 can be 
varied to suit manufacturing or operating ‘requirements. 

Further minor modi?cations can be made to the above 
described embodiment without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention which is best described in the following 
claims. 
We claim: ‘ _ 

l. A document sorting device "comprising a frame having a 
pair of spaced horizontal guide rails, a pressure pad beneath 
the guide rail, which is spring urged upwardly towards the 
guide rails, and a plurality of document dividers each of which 
is mounted between the guide rails on a pair of free running 
rollers so as to be freely pivotable about the axis of the rollers, 
the rollers being trapped between the guide rails and the pres 
sure pad and being ‘normally held in position by the upward 
pressure of the pressure pad but movable to vary the spacing 
between the dividers by the application of a force sufficient to 
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4 
overcome the friction created on the rollers by the pressure 
pad. 

2. A device as claimed in claim l‘ wherein the said rollers of 
each divider are permanently attached to the divider. 

3. A device as claimed in claiin‘Z, wherein: each‘ divider 
comprises a sheet of stiff material mounted nonrotatably on a 
rod having end portions which project fromropposite sides of 
the sheet, the 'said rollers being permanentlylmounted. for free 
running, on the projecting end portions 'of the rod. 

4. The combination of a device'as claimed in claim land a 
plurality of spacers each of which comprises a resilient strip of 
material, the depth of which is approximately _)equal to or 
slightly less than the diameter of the rollers and the length of 
which is greater than the gap between the guide rails. each 
spacer having its opposite ends trapped beneath the guide rails 
to space the adjacent dividers apart. 

5. A device as claimed in claim lkwherein the pressure pad 
comprises a sheet of stiff material and a spring member or 
members located beneath the sheet to urge the sheet up¢ 
wardly. ‘ 

6. A device as claimed in claim 5, wherein the frame and 
guide rails are formedintegrally from a single sheet of material 
the edge portions of which are bent upwardly and inwardly to 
form the guide rails. ' w y - ' 

7. A devicev as claimed in claim 6, wherein a pair of end 
plates are mounted between the guide rails on free running 
rollers which are trapped between the guide rails and the pres 
sure pad and wherein a pair of handles are pivoted to the ends 
of the frame, each of the end plates ‘being provided with a 
locking means which is engageable with the adjacent handle to 
lock the end plate in an approximately vertical position. , 

8. A device as claimed in claim 7, wherein each handle com 
prises a looped rod and the locking means on each end plate 
comprises an L-shaped lug adapted to trap a portion of the ad 

3 5 jacent handle against the outer surface of the end plate. 
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9. The combination of a device as claimed in claim 8 and a 
‘ plurality of spacers each of which comprises a resilient strip of 
material, the_depth of which is approximately equal to or 
slightly less than ,the diameter of the rollers and the length of 
which is greater than the gap between the guide rails, each 
spacer having its opposite ends trapped beneath the guide rails 
to space the-adjacent dividers apart. 


